CMBS Special Topics

Inflation-Resistant Leases: Rent Steps Offer Some
Revenue Protection, though Not Much

Track Step-Up Leasing Provisions as Inflationary Pressures
Mount
Inflationary pressures on landlords’ cost structures should sharpen
the focus on rent steps or “step up leasing” across CMBS properties.
Contractually negotiated rent increases could shield property NOIs to some
extent from rising expenses. Rent increase provisions may include fixed
annual increases, resets to market, or inflation-driven adjustments (e.g. CPI
lookbacks). Separately, leases can also feature reimbursements of operating
expense pass-through charges – another inflation-protection measure.
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Anecdotal disclosure of fixed rent steps in deal documents suggests the
contractual increases could offer only limited protection from elevated inflation. US CPI rose 8.3%
YOY in April, according to the BLS. In contrast, office lease annual steps appear to hover around 2-3%,
according to a few writeups of office properties in recent deals that disclosed the precise steps. For
example, the lease of Novo Nordisk HQ ($210.6 million, across five 2021- and 2022-vintage conduit
deals) features 2.0% annual rent steps in the 731K sf suburban office in Plainsboro, NJ. Detailed
office lease comps in the Novo writeup show that other large Northern New Jersey suburban office
leases also include rent steps in the 2% range. Office landlords explicitly note in recent financial
disclosures that rents may not increase frequently enough to fully cover inflation.
Still, even amid recent high inflation levels, several large property expense items may not see
much of an impact. Property taxes is a case in point. Some property tax assessments plunged
during the pandemic, leading to much lower tax bills for landlords. For example, in New York City,
FY 2022/23 tax assessments for commercial properties (so-called “class 4”) are still 9.4% lower
compared to FY 2020/2021 (Figure 1). Hotels assessments are nearly 21% below pre-pandemic levels.
Property taxes many times represent the largest expense item for properties.
Figure 1. New York City Tax Assessments Plunged During the Pandemic
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Greater Disclosure of Early Termination Options, Not so Much Rent Steps
Contractual rent steps in combination with other revenue-protection provisions could better
position properties to address expense pressures. Asset writeups may increasingly disclose such
provisions, with direct underwriting implications. Interestingly, we observed greater disclosures
of tenant termination options in recent months. Early termination options grew in importance
during the pandemic as office tenants re-assess their future space needs. Deal documents usually
mentioned early termination provisions in passing or in table footnotes. But recent writeups of
large properties, such as the $830 million Old Chicago Post Office (in JPMCC 2022-OPO and BMARK
2022-B32), more clearly lay out tenants’ termination options in easily accessible tables.
Until asset writeups more explicitly disclose rent steps, investors can track steps via cash flow
analysis line items such as straight-line rent averaging credit or base rent footnotes (Figure
2). Straight-line averaging can add rent steps credit for investment-grade tenants. For example,
the gross potential rent of the $1.0 billion 601 Lexington Avenue (BXP 2021-601L and seven
2022-vintage conduit deals) includes $6.7 million rent average benefit for three tenants, or 4% of
the overall underwritten rental income. In turn, in Greenwich Office Park ($94 million, BMARK 2021B31) $351.9K rent steps revenue is built into the overall $13.9 million underwritten base rent. This
suggests about 2.5% rent steps in the 343.2K sf suburban office complex in Greenwich, CT.
Figure 2. Rent Steps Cashflows on Large Recently Originated Office Loans
Base Rent
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2,765.0

$145,905,931

$128,513

New York, NY

January 2032

SUMIT 2022-BVUE

525.0
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200.0
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94.0
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Greenwich, CT
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200 West Jackson
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Ground Lease Inflation Protection
CPI-driven rent adjustments are particularly prevalent in recent ground leases. For example,
97% of the portfolio of one of the ground lease-focused REITs includes some form of inflationlinked protection. A typical CPI lookback provision would kick in every 10 years to increase rents
if inflation has exceeded 2% during the previous decade. Still, the provision may also cap the
inflation adjustment in the 3.0-3.5% range.
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Interestingly, several of the large outstanding CMBS leased fee loans do not appear to include
inflation-linked adjustments on their associated ground leases, according to deal documents.
Examples include 625 Madison Avenue ($194.8 million, COMM 2014-CR14 and CR15) and 530 Seventh
Avenue Fee (BANK 2021-BN32). Older ground leases typically did not include CPI lookbacks, according
to market participants. Rather, ground leases included fixed periodic resets or fair market value
(“FMV”) resets, which linked the rent adjustments to the land value. Such FMV resets hobbled
quite a few ground lessees, such as in the Chrysler Building or the Lever House (390 Park Avenue).
As a result, newer ground leases typically do not include FMV resets.
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Academy CMBS Research Recent Reports
Industrial Delinquencies: Don’t Happen Often, but Watch Closely When They Do

Senior Housing: Focus on Segment Selection Amid Pandemic Impact

Hotel Reserves: Key Performance Driver after Pandemic-Driven Depletion

Government Tenants: Short Termination Notices and Specialized Properties

Russian Sanctions Impact: Lease Terminations and Forced Property Sales

Mall Foreclosures: What to Track as Servicers May Shift Away from Modifications
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Disclaimer
Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee
its accuracy, completeness or fairness. We have relied upon and assumed without independent verification,
the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.
Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by Academy Securities for any purpose including buying, selling, or holding any security. Views and
opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, they should not be
construed as investment advice.
This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based business, economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as operational, research or
investment advice. This material has been prepared by Academy Securities and is not financial research
nor a product of Academy Securities. It was not prepared in compliance with applicable provisions of law
designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not subject to a prohibition on trading
following the distribution of financial research. The views and opinions expressed may differ from those
of Academy Securities. Investors are urged to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling
any securities. This information may not be current and Academy Securities has no obligation to provide
any updates or changes.
Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions and judgments as of
the date of this presentation and are subject to change without notice. These forecasts do not take into
account the specific investment objectives, restrictions, tax and financial situation or other needs of any
specific client. Actual data will vary and may not be reflected here. These forecasts are subject to high
levels of uncertainty that may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these forecasts should be viewed
as merely representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. These forecasts are estimated, based on
assumptions, and are subject to significant revision and may change materially as economic and market
conditions change. Academy Securities has no obligation to provide updates or changes to these forecasts.
Case studies and examples are for illustrative purposes only.
Index Benchmarks
Indices are unmanaged. The figures for the index reflect the reinvestment of all income or dividends, as
applicable, but do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses which would reduce returns. Investors
cannot invest directly in indices.
The indices referenced herein have been selected because they are well known, easily recognized by investors, and reflect those indices that the Investment Manager believes, in part based on industry practice,
provide a suitable benchmark against which to evaluate the investment or broader market described herein. The exclusion of “failed” or closed hedge funds may mean that each index overstates the performance
of hedge funds generally.
THIS MATERIAL DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION IN ANY JURISDICTION WHERE OR TO ANY
PERSON TO WHOM IT WOULD BE UNAUTHORIZED OR UNLAWFUL TO DO SO.
©Academy Securities, Inc.
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